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DISCLAIMER
Non-Reliance
This presentation does not provide full disclosure of all material facts relating to KWESST Micro Systems
Inc., or its securities, and is not subject to liability for misrepresentations under applicable securities
legislation.

General
This presentation is property of KWESST Micro Systems Inc. (the “Company”, “KWESST”, “us” or “we”) and
is strictly confidential. It cannot be circulated or forwarded without our consent.

Any graphs, tables or other information demonstrating our historical performance or that of any other
entity contained in this presentation are intended only to illustrate past performance and are not
necessarily indicative of our or such entities’ future performance. The information contained in this
presentation is accurate only as of the date of this presentation or the date indicated. No securities
regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about the securities described herein and it is an offence to
claim otherwise.

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information
This presentation contains “forward-looking information” and “forward-looking statements” (collectively,
“forward-looking information”) within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking
information may relate to our future financial outlook and anticipated events or results and may include
information regarding our financial position, business strategy, growth strategies, addressable markets,
budgets, operations, expected future financial results – including revenues expectations as stated herein,
plans and objectives. In some cases, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of forward-
looking terminology such as “plans”, “targets”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “an
opportunity exists”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “outlook”, “forecasts”, “projection”, “prospects”,
“strategy”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “does not anticipate”, “believes”, or variations of such words and
phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might”, “will”, “will
be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved”. In addition, any statements that refer to expectations, intentions,
projections or other characterizations of future events or circumstances contain forward-looking
information.

Statements containing forward-looking information are not historical facts but instead represent
management’s expectations, estimates and projections regarding future events or circumstances. This
forward-looking information and other forward-looking information are based on our opinions, estimates
and assumptions in light of our experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions and
expected future developments, as well as other factors that we currently believe are appropriate and
reasonable in the circumstances. Despite a careful process to prepare and review the forward-looking
information, there can be no assurance that the underlying opinions, estimates and assumptions will prove
to be correct. Certain assumptions in respect of our ability to execute our growth strategies; our ability to
retain key personnel; our ability to maintain and expand geographic scope; our ability to obtain and
maintain existing financing on acceptable terms; currency exchange and interest rates; the impact of
competition; the changes and trends in our industry or the global economy; and the changes in laws, rules,
regulations, and global standards are material factors made in preparing forward-looking information and

management’s expectations. When relying on forward-looking statements to make decisions, we caution readers not to
place undue reliance on these statements, as forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties and
should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of
whether or not the times at or by which such performance or results will be achieved. A number of factors could cause
actual results to differ, possibly materially, from the results discussed in the forward-looking statements, including
KWESST’s limited financial history, including a history of losses, the early stage of the business, operating in an industry
populated with significantly larger competitors, dependence on management, rapid technology changes, and
infringement of intellectual property rights. .

All forward-looking information in this presentation is made as of the date hereof. Except as expressly required by
applicable law, we assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
All of the forward-looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary
statements.

Non-IFRSMeasures and IndustryMetrics
This presentation may make reference to non-IFRS measures, which are financial and operating metrics used in our
industry. These non-IFRS measures and industry metrics do not have standardized meanings prescribed by IFRS and
therefore may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. this is used to provide investors
with supplemental measures of our operating performance and thus highlight trends in our core business that may not
otherwise be apparent when relying solely on IFRS measures. We also believe that securities analysts, investors and
other interested parties frequently use non-IFRS measures and industry metrics in the evaluation of issuers. Our
management also uses non-IFRS measures and industry metrics in order to facilitate operating performance
comparisons from period to period, to prepare annual operating budgets and forecasts and to determine components of
management compensation.

Completion of investor documentation
Any securities issued to investors by the Company shall not have been and will not be registered under the United States
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), or under any U.S. state securities laws, and may not be
offered, sold, directly or indirectly, or delivered within the United States of America, its territories or possessions, any
state of the United States or the District of Columbia (collectively, the “United States”) or to, or for the account or
benefit of, persons in the United States except in certain transactions exempt from the registration requirements of the
U.S. Securities Act and all applicable U.S. state securities laws. This release does not constitute an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy such securities in the United States, Canada or in any other jurisdiction where such offer,
solicitation or sale is unlawful.

Any securities issued to investors by the Company shall not have been recommended by any Canadian provincial
securities or regulatory authorities, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or any state securities
commission or regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed on the accuracy or adequacy of this
presentation or the offering. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense. 2



Opportunity to invest in a high-growth global defence business with proprietary technologies and diversified 
products, customers and markets, led by recognized industry executives.

HIGHLIGHTS

A focused mission in a growing sector of the global defence and security industry. 

Accomplished management and board 

IP portfolio of unique core technologies with multiple applications

Diversified products, customers and markets

Strong industry partnerships

International market reach through an established network of representatives

Milestone achievements and strong revenue visibility

Scalable operating model with outlier margins

A public company platform for global growth and value creation
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MISSION

KWESST is a proud leader in advancing the modern networked capability of soldiers and responders, including the 
networked Soldier Systems mission of NATO and its allies, with niche applications that make a critical difference to 
safety and effectiveness.
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MISST

“MISST inside” – Ultra miniaturization and integration of sensors, software, micro-optics, 

ballistic algorithms, machine learning and A.I. to enable intelligent networked systems for 

real-time situational awareness and targeting, direct to soldiers and their assets.

The company’s technology portfolio includes its proprietary “MISST” system: “Micro Integrated Systems and 
Software Technology”, the principal enabler of its system offerings:

TECHNOLOGY
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Jeff is a former Canadian RCEME officer and served as 
System Engineer for three major Army Crown Projects 
before moving to the private sector.  For almost twenty 
years he was General Manager of Diemaco/ Colt Canada.
He is an expert in the Small Arms and Soldier Systems field as 
well as all aspects of manufacturing.  He formed KWESST in 
2017 to pursue opportunities in the networking  and  

digitization of legacy and future weapons systems.

Jeff MacLeod, Founder, President, CEO & Board Member

David is a recognized entrepreneur in the defence and security 
industry. He was formerly an infantry officer and senior official 
with the Canadian and British governments before leading the 
global build-out of successive defence and security companies, 
including Simunition, world leader in simulated munitions for 
close quarters combat training. He led the build-out of Allen-
Vanguard, which became a world leader in Counter-IED 
solutions, where he remains Chairman.  He is also former

David E. Luxton, Executive Chairman

Chairman of United Tactical Systems, a world leader in non-lethal munitions systems.

John McCoach, Board Member
Mr. Kania has broad experience providing CFO, Controller and 
advisory services to public and privately held businesses in 
various sectors in both Canada and the U.S.  Beginning his 
career as an auditor at such firms as MNP LLP and Berdon, LLP, 
Paul then worked in Corporate Finance at Brookfield Asset 
Management, New York.  As well as a Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA) designation, he holds an HBA in Economics 
and Philosophy from the University of Toronto, and an

Accounting and Finance certificate from Ryerson. 

Paul Kania, CFO
John McCoach retired from full time employment in 2016. At 
that time he was President, TSX Venture Exchange; a role he 
held for seven years.  John is a director of the Capital Markets 
Authority Implementation Organization. CMAIO is tasked by The 
Government of Canada, six provinces and one territory to create 
a pan Canadian securities commission.  He is also the Lead 
Director, Liberty Defense Holding Ltd.  John was a director, and 
Interim CEO, of Nautilus Minerals Inc.  John is also  a director

of the Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue..

LEADERSHIP
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Warren spent fifteen years in the Royal Australian Air 
Force.  He then transitioned to industry, building on 
his military experience and spent more than twenty 
years in senior Systems Engineering and Program 
Management roles with major defence companies 
such as CAE Inc., Lockheed Martin, General 
Dynamics, DRS Technologies and Colt Canada.  At

KWESST he leads the technical innovation team of senior engineers.

Warren Downing, Director, Innovation Jeff Dunn, U.S. Market Development
Jeff is former COO of ARTEMIS, Inc., the Naval Service 
Lead for Rapid Prototyping at Booz Allen Hamilton, and 
Director Strategic Development at General Atomics 
Aeronautical Systems. Military service awards  include a 
Bronze Star, a Meritorious Service Medal, a Navy & 
Marine Corps Commendation Medal and several Navy & 
Marine Corps Achievement Medals. Jeff spent 20 years as

a U.S. Marine AV-8B Harrier pilot & mission commander. 

Paul is a thirty-four-year veteran of the high-tech sector. 
He has an MBA in High Technology from Northeastern 
University and a BA in Economics from Harvard.  In 2015, 
he established Surculus Advisors, a management advisory 
firm providing strategic advice and leadership to SME 
companies in the high-tech sector including aerospace 
and defense. Prior to forming Surculus Advisors, Paul was 
a Division President at L-3 Communications (NYSE: LLL). 

He is former President and Chief Operating Officer of Proterion Corporation. 

Paul has held senior business development positions within 
two of Canada’s largest law firms - Gowlings WLG and more 
recently Borden Ladner Gervais LLP where he was 
responsible for the firm’s defense and security as well as 
international expansion strategies which encompassed Asia 
Pacific, United Kingdom, and the United States. His network 
includes exceptionally strong ties to the defense community 
and diplomatic defense attaché network, notably with the

USA (Air Force, Army, Navy, USMC) , 5 Eyes, Korean, Ukrainian, Israeli and NATO 
and Middle Eastern (Gulf States) 

Paul Mangano, Board Member Paul Fortin, Board Member

LEADERSHIP
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Total market size hundreds of millions of dollars in each niche market addressed by KWESST

Obtainable market tens of millions of dollars in each niche. 

Global Soldier Systems market forecast to reach $14.4B by 2023.

KWESST solutions aligned with stated customer requirements, problems and 
solutions sought. 

Focus on Special Forces units with urgent requirements, discretionary funds and short 
selling cycles, with hundreds of such units worldwide, more than 100 in the U.S. alone. 

Diversification of company solutions, customers and markets de-risks plan. 

Cross-over applications into global Homeland Security markets. 

MARKETS
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Signature system:  “TASCS” – Tactical Awareness and Situational Control System 

An App and snap-on weapon adaptor that enables real-time streaming of situational awareness data of any kind from any source, 
including drones, direct to users’ smart display devices and operational assets, for a common operating picture and networked
engagement of adversaries.

TASCS networked display with input from any source including drones.  
Integrates with any Battlefield Management System including ATAK.

TASCS with snap-on plug-and-play mount, networks soldier ground weapon 
systems for coordinated engagement.

GRENADE LAUNCHERS AND MORTARS

SYSTEMS
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Drone missile  – to counter the growing threat of adversarial small drones

Soldier-launchable micro-drone for kinetic interdiction of small drones, including swarms

Guided or fully autonomous, identifies and locks on to rogue drones to track, 
hunt and neutralize them with kinetic impact.

A.I. calculates optimal attack vector, with impact speed up to 350km.

Integrates with any C2 or electronic C-sUAS system

Operates stand-alone or with TASCS.

Unique, no known equivalent.

4km range.
Point-and-launch with TASCS

SYSTEMS
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Ground Laser Defence – To counter the emerging threat of ground laser weapons that blind personnel

Personal alert version
§ Warns of laser presence

Dismounted squad version
§ Warns, and locates laser source

Vehicle mounted version
§ 360o detection and locates laser source

Can operate stand-alone or integrate with TASCS to pinpoint location of laser weapons.

All versions integrate with ATAK 
and Soldier Systems. 

SYSTEMS
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Electronic decoys – To protect ground forces from electronic detection

Portable, soldier or air deployable electronic battlefield decoy 

Deflects, masks friendly force Electro Magnetic (EM) signature with numerous false phantom signatures 

Spoofs adversaries to draw them out, slow their targeting of friendly forces, and commit and waste assets on phantom targets

Authentic emulation of voice, video, data and text signatures of NATO forces

Addresses next-generation NATO requirements

Simultaneous waveform generation across all communications systems

Realistically mimics friendly force EM with phantom signatures

SYSTEMS
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Shot counter – for improved operational firearm integrity and lower maintenance cost
(in development)

Like an “odometer” for firearms.

Tracks number and type of shots fired and degradation effects over time.

Dramatically reduces life-cycle maintenance cost of firearms.

Long required by military and firearm OEMs but no effective, affordable 
solution to date.

An installed base of tens of millions of assault rifle platforms.

KWESST solution is backwards compatible with installed base.

Miniaturized module retrofits into pistol grip.

New assault rifle procurements are requiring this feature.

SYSTEMS
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Commercialization of internal technology plus licensed 
or acquired third-party technology that is a strategic fit.

In-house engineering and product development, 
prototyping and demonstration samples.

Out-sourced production to a secure NATO supply chain.

Minimal capex investment in plant and equipment.

MODEL

Lean operations

= Strong operating leverage as revenue scales
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A coherent market development strategy

United Kingdom

GO-TO-MARKET

Direct engagement and collaboration with key customer groups for initial systems introduction and trials, with a 
focus on Special Forces units around the world that have urgent requirements, discretionary funds and a short 
sales cycle.

Formal Teaming Agreements with major defence industry contractors for extended pull-through to their 
customer programs internationally. 

An established network of international representatives in dozens of countries.  
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2017-2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Teaming agreement 
with ManTech

Initial OEM sales

Teaming agreement 
with AeroVironment

TASCS productization

Drone missile
technology license

U.S. DoD contracts for 
TASCS trials, initial sales

OEM follow-on contracts

Drone missile demo’s, 
initial sales

Canadian defence TASCS 
trials, initial sales

EM decoy technology
acquisition (completed)

Follow-on US DoD orders

Follow-on OEM ordersLaser defence demo’s, 
initial sales

$93M in pipeline opportunities at August 2020

Follow-on US DoD orders
Follow-on OEM orders

TASCS development

$1.1M private 
placement

$0.5M employee investment

$1.6M private placement

$3.0M subscription 
agreement financing

Foremost RTO

OUTLOOK

U.S. OTC listing

Overseas roll-out

First overseas orders

Shot Counter 
productization

Follow-on overseas orders
Additional OEM 
partnerships

Founders investment

Laser defence 
development

Shot Counter 
development

$
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Significant valuation discount to peer companies (per table above).

Diversified technology portfolio with multiple high-value applications in the $14B soldier systems market.

International market reach through an established agent network in dozens of countries.

Strong revenue growth outlook.

Accomplished management and board with deep experience in the industry.

Scalable operating model with minimal capex, outsourced production for significant operating leverage.

Company Name Symbol Exchange Currency Last Close
Shares 

outstanding
Market cap Revenues (1) Profitable Price/Sales

Wrap Technologies, Inc. WRTC NASDAQ UDS $12.04 29,460,250 $354,701,410 Negligible No N/A
Byrna Technologies Inc. BYRN CSE CAD $1.65 104,156,775 $171,858,679 $2,600,000 No 66.10
Patriot One Technologies Inc. PAT TSE CAD $1.04 138,269,587 $143,800,370 None No N/A
Ammo Inc. POWW NASDAQ USD $2.15 45,269,908 $97,330,302 $7,700,000 No 12.64
Draganfly Inc. DFLY CSE CAD $0.61 69,670,613 $42,499,074 $1,400,000 No 30.36
Average 36.37
KWESST N/A N/A CAD $0.70 40,036,601 $28,025,621 $5,600,000 B/E 5.00
(1) Trailing revenues for peer group, forward for KWESST

VALUE

Comparative value attributes

Company Name Symbol Exchange Currency Last Close 
(1)

Shares 

outstanding
Market cap

TTM 

Revenues
Profitable Price/Sales

Wrap Technologies, Inc. WRTC NASDAQ UDS $8.71 29,460,250 $256,598,778 Negligible No N/A

Byrna Technologies Inc. BYRN CSE CAD $2.63 104,813,647 $275,659,892 $2,600,000 No 106.02

Patriot One Technologies Inc. PAT TSE CAD $0.80 138,269,587 $110,615,670 None No N/A

Ammo Inc. POWW NASDAQ USD $2.51 45,269,908 $113,627,469 $7,700,000 No 14.76

Draganfly Inc. DFLY CSE CAD $0.61 69,670,613 $42,499,074 $1,400,000 No 30.36

Average 50.38

KWESST KWE TSXV CAD $0.70 40,036,601 $28,025,621

(1) As at August 25, 2020
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TSXV: KWE [Pending] 
Intelligent Micro Systems

Please contact:  
Jason Frame, Investor Relations: frame@kwesst.com (587) 225-2599 

Or visit kwesst.com

KWESST North America KWESST International
Head Office   155 Terence Matthews Cr., Ottawa, ON Canada K2M 2A8 Europe   Rex House, 4th Floor, 4-12 Regent Street, London SW1Y 4PE 
U.S.  2200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, 4th Floor East, Washington, DC 20037. Middle East Tamouh  Tower 16th Floor, Abu Dhabi

FOR MORE INFORMATIONFOR MORE INFORMATION KWESST Micro Systems Inc.
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